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A MORSE THEORY FOR GEODESICS ON A 
LORENTZ MANIFOLD 
K. UHLENBECK 
(Receiued 16 November 1973) 
THE QUESTION of the number of straight lines between two points in space, or the number of 
geodesics between two points of a complete Riemannian manifold, has an elegant solution 
due to Marston Morse. In what has come to be known as the Morse theory of geodesics, 
it is shown that the number of geodesics has a definite relation to the topology of the under- 
lying space. From this relation follow several others between the curvature and the topology 
of the space. Such relationships are also interesting in space-time, or on a Lorentz manifold. 
A relationship between null geodesics (light rays) and the underlying topology of certain 
types of space-times is worked out in this article. The conclusion is that if the geometry is 
sufficiently nice. then a point (observer) moving in space-time will receive a number of null 
geodesics from a given fixed source in space-time in accordance with the topology of the 
space of curves. The loop space of the manifold is homotopic to a cell complex constructed 
from the null geodesics from a point to an infinite time-like line. with cells of dimensions 
corresponding to the indices of the geodesics. 
The theory is considerably different from that of a Riemannian manifold. In the first 
place. if we apply the Riemannian Morse theory to the Lorentz manifold, there can be no 
minimum to the energy and all the geodesics have infinite index as stationary points of the 
energy integral. Secondly, metric completeness does not make sense, and most interesting 
Lorentz manifolds are not geodesically complete [6], [lo]. In accordance with other studies 
of Lorentz geometry. we restrict our attention to null curves and time-like curves para- 
meterized by arc-length (proper time). We replace the requirement of completeness used in 
studying Riemannian manifolds by global hyperbolicity. It will be clear from the nature of 
the results that they are conformally invariant. We derive two separate Morse theories. 
The first is for time-like curves and is based on the variational principle that locally time-like 
geodesics maximize length. The second Morse theory applies to null curves and is based on a 
variational principle which (in hindsight) is essentially an extension of Fermat’s principle 
concerning the path of light [2]. In addition we obtain some straightforward applications 
to manifolds of negative sectional curvature and positive Ricci curvature. 
Weaker versions of Theorem 1 have been given by both Avez [3] and Seifert [15]. 
The author was completely unsuccessful in applying infinite dimensional techniques in the 
proof. The author nould like to thank A. Avez and A. Taub for their suggestions and 
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encouragement which were very valuable to the author in undertaking this project. An 
extended version of $2 will appear as an expository lecture on Lorentz geometry [16]. 
51. DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
A Lorentz manifold is a smooth finite dimensional manifold with signature + - - - 
(the dimension is unimportant; one direction only must have different sign). All the ele- 
mentary geometry usually studied for Riemannian manifolds except that connected with 
the metric topology is not dependent on the signature. Lorentz manifolds have in addition 
the distinctions of null (light-like), space-like, and time-like tangent vectors corresponding 
to those vectors on which the bilinear metric form is zero, minus, or positive; curves are 
classified in the same way if their tangents are consistently of one type. 
If the non-zero time-like tangent vectors do not form a connected set in the tangent 
bundle, the Lorentz manifold is said to be time-oriented. All Lorentz manifolds in this paper 
are assumed to be time-oriented. In this case the two components of time-like vectors are 
denoted by P- and P+. For convenience we also assume that all time-like and null curves 
are directed; their tangents lie almost everywhere in either P’= or p+. In order to state the 
hypothesis of the first theorems, we shall need a few more basic concepts. 
A Lorentz manifold M is globa& h,vperbofic if the set of unparameterized time-like 
curves (directed) between two points is pre-compact in the compact open topology. This is 
a reasonable condition in view of the fact that it is used in getting solutions of the Einstein 
equation [4], [IO]. There are several less awkward equivalent definitions available, which 
are given in $2. 
A geodesic is defined as in Riemannian geometry. Two points along a geodesic are said 
to be con&gate if there exists a non-zero variation of geodesics (or Jacobi field) along the 
geodesic which is zero at the two end points. This is the infinitesimal version of saying that 
the geodesic is one of a smooth family of geodesics through the two points. The index of a 
given geodesic is the number of conjugate points, counting multiplicities, along the geodesic. 
We shall be interested in constructing theorems concerning the number of critical 
points of a functional F, which will be an integral on a space of curves. For technical reasons 
we shall work with a space C of piecewise differentiable time-like curves between two points. 
This is not a manifold modeled on a Banach space, however it has a tangent space and it is 
clear how to differentiate functionals on this space of curves. Critical points of the functional 
are the points where the derivative or variation is zero, if it exists. If the functional does not 
have a derivative, we use the term critical point to refer to a curve which is minimal with 
respect to changes on sufficiently small subintervals. Critical o&es are the images of critical 
points under F. The second derivative or second variation of the functional at a critical point 
or curve is called the Hessian. If the Hessian exists, the index of the critical point is the 
dimension of the maximal subspaces on which the Hessian is negative, or the number of 
directions in which the functional decreases. 
We say the functional F is a homotopic Morse function, if for b > a not crltical values 
of F, the topological space F-‘( - CO. 6) is homotopically equivalent to the space F-‘( - co. a) 
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with cells adjoined corresponding to each of the critical points of F with critical values in 
(a, b); the dimensions of the cells adjoined equal the index of the critical points. In particular, 
this implies the Morse inequalities, relating the number of critical points to Betti numbers. 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a globally hyperbolic Lorentz manijbld, C(,, 9, the space of piece- 
wise diflerentiable time-like curves between p and q. where two curves which differ by para- 
meterization are identified. 
(a) For a residualset ofq E M, p andq are non-conjugate along allgeodesics between them. 
(b) The time-like geodesics between p and q are exactly the critical points on C(,, 4) of the 
functional 
Us) = I’ I <s’(t), s’W),(,jl 1’2 dt 
0 
with the parameter chosen proportional to arc-length. 
(c) The index of” a critical point of -L is its index as a geodesic. 
(d) L takes on its maximum, which is finite. in each connected component of C(,, 4,. 
(e) -L is a homotopic Morse function on C,,, 4, ifp and q are non-conjugate. 
Theorem 1 gives a connection between the geodesics between two points and the space 
of time-like curves between the two points, which will not in general be the loop space of 
the manifold. The second theorem shows how this space of time-like curves changes as one 
of the points is moved along a time-like line. We notice that it is not reasonable to expect 
that all the geodesics from a point to a line will be non-conjugate. The following situation 
does have a reasonable chance of occurring. A line I and a point p are said to be non-conjugate 
if: 
(a) All the null geodesics from p to l(t) are non-conjugate. 
(b) If a geodesic from p to I(t) is conjugate, then Exp,: T,(M) -* M will not be onto, 
but we require that it is transverse to the line l(t). 
The first part of Theorem 2 is just an application of transversality [l]. 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a globally hyperbolic manifald and I: [0, CD) -* M a smooth time- 
like line. 
(a) For a residual set of p E M, 1 and p are non-conjugate. 
(b) If 1 and p are non-conjugate, for a residual set of t E R, there are no null geodesics 
between p and l(t). 
(c) If there are no null geodesics between p and l(r) or between p and l(r + h), and p is 
not conjugate to I, then C~p,l,r+h,) is homotopic to C,r,i(,,) with cells adjoined corres- 
ponding to the null geodesics between p and the line segment I(r, r + h) with the 
dimensions of the cells equal to the indices of the corresponding null geodesics. 
Both of these theorems are local theorems, since there is no obvious connection between 
the time-like curves between a point and a line and the topology of the manifold. One can 
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guess that as the second point moves farther away in time from the first point. more informa- 
tion about the underlying manifold should be visible. This is explicitly the case under 
stronger assumptions. 
In 92 we show that a globally hyperbolic manifold can be written as a smooth orthogonal 
cross-product M = S x R, where the projection T: S x R 4 R is a time-function. A smooth 
function Ton M is a rims function, if grad T is a non-zero time-like vector at every point. 
A smooth orthogonal splitting M = S x R is said to satisfy the metricgrowth condition, 
if the line element of the metric in the coordinates s = (x, 7) is of the form 
(ds)2 = r(x, r)(dT)2 - (g(x, r) dx, dx) 
where for every compact set KC S, there exists a function F(t) with 
I 
L 
F-r(r) dr = cc 
0 
such that for 1 2 0 and a fixed Riemannian metric g on S, 
r - ‘(x, t)(g(x. t>v, u) 2 F2(r)(g(x)o, c). 
Given a time-like line f(r) = (x(t), t) we may consider C,,,I(,,, as a subset of CIP,,(,+,,)) by 
extending a curve from p to I(t) by the piece of time-like curve I: [t, t + /I] -t M. 
THEOREM 3. Let M be a globally hyperbolic Lorenrz manifold and I(r) a time-like line in 
M. If there exists an orthogonal splitting qf M wllicll satisfies the metric growth condition. 
and if in this splitting l(t) = (y(t), t) where {lim y(t)} is a non-ernprjl set in S. then for a 
r-z 
residual number of points p E M 
(4 ,cU, CW,,,~ is homotopic to the loop space of M. 
(b) The loop space of M is homoropic to a cell complex constructed with a cell for each 
null geodesic from p to f(r) with the dimensions corresponding to the indices of the 
geodesics. 
In order to clarify the applications of Theorems 1-3. we shall show how they apply to 
a special type of space. We assume that M is a topological cross product M = S x R and 
that the Lorentz metric is also a cross product or conformal to one. 
(ds)2 = r(x, r)(F2(r)(dr)2 - g(d_u, dx)) 
where s = (x, T) and the metric g on S is a complete but not necessarily flat Riemannian 
metric. Since the conclusions of Theorems 1-3 are independent of conformal factors we 
examine the case where r(x, r) = 1. We chose a point (p. 0) and a line of the form I(r) = (4. I). 
The geodesics of this metric are of the form (x(r). s(t)) where x(t) is a geodesic on the 
Riemannian manifold S and (F2(T’(t))’ = 0. The time-like geodesics between (p. 0) and (q, k) 
must in addition satisfy x(0) = p. x( 1) = 4. r(0) = 0 and r( 1) = k with 
F2(7)(T'(l))' - g(X'(1). X'(1)) > 0 
I 
A 
F(r) dr > length of the geodesic X. 
0 
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So the geodesics between (p. 0) and (q, k) are in one to one correspondence with the 
geodesics of length less that jk F(T) dr between p and ~1 on S. Theorem 1 may be proved in 
this case from the Morse theory for Riemannian manifolds [1 I], although a number of 
details must be worked out. 
If 5: F(T) dr = cc, every geodesic between p and 4 in S is realized as a time-like geodesic 
between (p. 0) and ((7. k) if k is large enough. It will be realized exactly once as a null geodesic 
when & F(T) dr = length of the geodesic in S. This remark is enough to show the validity of 
Theorems 2 and 3. It should be noticed that if sp F(T) dr < 03, it is possible to enlarge the 
space-time by a change of variable in T. and there is no reason to suppose that we were 
looking at the entire time. The second difficulty is that if 50” F(T) dr = K < XI, then points 
m E S which are at a distance greater than K from p in S can never be observed from the 
point p, by which we mean (p. 0) and (m, t) for t > 0 can never be connected by a time-like 
line. and we might just as well have left such points m out of the manifold S. By assuming a 
metric growth condition. we are assuming that neither difficulty will arise, even in the general 
case. 
The line element of the Schwarzschild metric on R x (x E R3: 1 x( > 2m} is given in 
spherical coordinates by 
(ds)2 = (I - 2m/r)[(dr)’ - (dr)2/( 1 - h/r)2 - r2/(l - 2m/r)(dCl)']. 
This metric can be seen to be conformal to a metric cross-product, and Theorems l-3 are 
valid. The point (p. 0) and the line (4. t) are connected by an infinite number of null geodesics. 
Provided that p and (I are linearly independent, the null geodesics are of index 0, 1, 2, . . . , n 
and are in one-to-one correspondence with the geodesics between two points of the 2-sphere 
which is homotopic to the Lorentz manifold on which the Schwarzschild metric is defined. 
The maximal analytic extension to the inside of 1x1 > 2m (Kruskal) does not satisfy the 
hypotheses of the theorem, so that it is clear that we do not wish to require that our Lorentz 
manifold is analytically as large as possible. 
$2. SOME RESULTS FROM GLOBAL LORENTZ GEOMETRY 
Some of the global features of the Lorentz manifolds which are used as models for 
space-times in general relativity are naturally very different from those usually used in 
Riemannian geometry. Most of the definitions and theorems which follow in this section 
have been developed primarily in order to study solutions of the Einstein equations and 
their global properties. Many of the assumptions have physical significance. Several excellent 
survey articles are appearing on the geometry of space-time [6], [7], [9], [14]. They are 
particularly valuable for their discussion of examples. A more detailed survey is given in [16]. 
Several times in the introduction it was mentioned that the results are conformally 
invariant. It is a simple observation that the light-cones. and therefore the concepts of time- 
like lines. null lines and space-like lines are independent of a conformal factor in the metric. 
It follows that the notion of globally hyperbolic is independent of a conformal change in the 
metric. Also. a time-function on a Lorentz manifold will also be a time-function on any 
conformally equi\,alent Lorentz manifold. In addition the null geodesics are independent of 
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conformal changes. A conformal change results in the reparameterization of the null 
geodesics; their indices remain the same. None of these facts is difficult to verify. and it is 
from some points of view a disadvantage that conformal factors do not enter into the theory. 
We have already defined a Lorentz manifold to be time-oriented when its non-zero 
time-like tangent vectors do not form a connected set. It is worth noticing that. if a Lorentz 
manifold is not time-oriented, it will have a double covering which is time-oriented. We as- 
sume that all the Lorentz manifolds in this paper are time-oriented and that the time-like 
tangent vectors P are written as the disconnected sum P = Pi u P-. 
On a Lorentz manifold, we say that a point p is in the past of q (written p < q) if p can 
be connected to q by a time-like or null curve with tangent almost everywhere in P+. We 
denote the set {q E M: q <p} by Z-(p) and call it the past of p. Likewise thefutrlre of p is 
I+(p) = (q E M: q < p>. A point p is strict/y in the past of q (written p G q) if p can be con- 
nected toy by a time curve with tangent in P’. The strict past ofp is {q E ,M: p $ qj = J-(p) 
and the strict future of p = {q E M: p @ q} = J’(p). Notions of causality are necessary in 
order to actually separate past and future. A Lorentz manifold is causal if it contains no 
closed time-like or null curves. This condition is too weak to be very useful. A Lorentz 
manifold is strongly causal if every point is contained in an open neighborhood which inter- 
sects every time-like or null curve in a connected set. 
A manifold is geodesically complete if every geodesic can be continued past all finite 
values of its parameter. A Lorentz manifold is said to contain a singularit>* if there exists 
either time or null geodesics which cannot be continued for all of proper time (and more 
particularly if the manifold cannot be enlarged so that this does not occur). Even compact 
Lorentz manifolds may be geodesically incomplete [14], and a good deal of the literature 
consists in showing that singularities of space time must exist [8]. A more useful notion of 
completeness is a local one. We say that a manifold is Lorentz complete if the sets 
J+(p) n Z-(q) are compact. 
Recall that global hyperbolicity as defined in $1 (and usually in the literature) is stated 
in terms of the precompactness of time-like curves between two points in the Co topology. 
The following theorem seems to be due to a number of people; among them Choquet- 
Bruhat and Lichnerowicz [4], [IO], [16]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Strongly cuusui plus Lorentr complete is equiculent to globally 
hyperbolic. 
Geroch [5] shows the equivalence of global hyperbolicity and the existence of a Cauchy 
surface. He obtains the following useful result in the process: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let M be a globull,v hyperbolic Lorent: muniJbld. Then there exists and 
orthogonal splitting M = S x R, such that the prqjection on R is a time frmction. the surfaces 
(S, f) are UN CUUC/I_V surfaces, and (S. t) n J*(q) are compact sets. 
In the coordinates of such a splitting, the line element of the metric is of the form 
(ds)’ = r(x. t)(dt)’ - (g(x. t) dx, dx) 
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where g(x, t) is a metric varying in time on the space-like surfaces (S. t). For convenience we 
shall call such a splitting a globally hyperbolic splitting. 
In order to obtain the global result (Theorem 3 of $1) it is necessary to put an additional 
condition on the manifold at time-like infinity. However. the condition which we use differs 
considerably from the asymptotic conditions which are used in general relativity. We can 
state the metric growth condition given in $1 in a slightly different fashion. Given the ortho- 
gonal splitting M = S x (a, b), we may think of M c M* = S x [a, b]. The space-like 
Cauchy surfaces (S. t) inherit a Riemannian metric. which we divide by the conformal factor 
grad t. 
(W2 = r(x. t)(dt)2 - (g(x, t) dx. dx) 
and the induced metric on (S. t) is given by: 
I-‘(x, t)(g(x, t) dx, dx). 
The metric growth condition implies that the induced metrics on (S, t) are uniformly on 
compact sets of the size F(b - I). where F is 0 at 0 and 
I 
‘F-‘(r) dr = 00. 
0 
In the conformal structure on M*, (S, 6) is a single point. No null geodesic intersects a 
point (x, 6) on dM*, and we explicitly avoided allowing the surface at infinity to be brought 
in by a conformal factor. 
The metric growth condition is not a very satisfactory condition since it depends on the 
given splitting M = S x R and this cross-product structure may be changed in drastic ways. 
However, most of the examples of globally hyperbolic Lorentz manifolds do satisfy this 
condition. It is to be hoped that a similar condition which does not depend on coordinates 
can be found. A .possible sufficient condition is that the strict future of any point J’(p), 
which is itself a globally hyperbolic Loretnz manifold, is S x R. 
The next series of lemmas are of a technical nature and provide cross-product structures 
which are convenient in the proofs in the last three sections. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let M = S x (a, b) be a globally hyperbolic splitting for a Lorentz manifbld. 
Then there exists a reparameterization of the interval (a, bj and a conformally equivalent 
metric, such that the line element is of the form 
(ds)2 = (dtj2 - (g(x, t) dx, dx) 
and in the future of a given point p we have the inequality 
; (g(x. tjc. v) 2 0. 
Proof. Since we are to find a conformally equivalent metric, we may assume that in the 
original splitting the metric is of the form 
(ds)2 = (dtj2 - (G(x. t) dx, dx). 
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Z+(p) f~ (S, t) is compact. so we may choose a smooth functionf(t) such that for (.u. I) E I+(p) 
and u E T,(S), we have 
; (G(x. t)c. u) ~f(t)(G(.u. t)r. L’). 
Solving the differential equation 
we have 
t”(k) =f(f)(f’(k))l 
k(r) = k(0) + k’(O) J“ exp ( - j: f(x) dr) di.. 
0 
The line element in (x, k) is given by the formula 
(ds)2 = (r’(k))2(dk)2 - (G(x. t(k)) d.r. d.u) 
and the required condition is satisfied by the conformally equivalent metric: 
(ds)2 = (dk)2 - (t’(k))-2(G(x. r(k)) d-u. d-r). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let M = S x R be a globall_) hyperbolic splitting which satisjes the metric 
growth condition. Given a compact set K c S and an>, Riemannian metric G on S. there exists 
a reparameterization of R and a conformally equicalent metric wYth line element 
(W2 = (dt)2 - (g(s. t) dlc, d-u) 
SW/I that for .Y E K. u E T,(S) and t 2 0 
(g(.x, t)r, v) I (G(x)c, I’). 
Proof As before we may assume that the metric is of the form 
(dsj2 = (dt)2 - (G(x, t) dx, d.r) 
and the reparameterization t(k) and a conformal change give a metric of the form 
(ds)2 = (dk)2 - (t’(k))- 2(G(s. t(k)) d.r. d-u). 
Since the original metric satisfies the metric growth condition. we have 
(G(x. t)c. ~1) I F’(t)(G(x)r. c) 
on the set Kfor t 2 0. Let t’(k) = F-‘(t), or k = r. F’-‘(i.) di.. If the metric growth condition 
is not satisfied. notice that k may be finite at t = 30. and the new splitting would be of the 
form S x (a. 6). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let ,M = S x R be a global[v h~~perbolic splitting. If I: R -+ AI is a timelike 
line. l(t) = (y(t). /). then it is possible to change the splitting so that for 0 I t I K. I(t) = (t. q). 
The new splitting is also globall~~ hyperbolic and satisfies the metric grokt,th condition tf the old 
splitting satisjies the metric growth condition. 
Proof. Let 5: S x R 4 R be the time-function given by the original splitting. and 
construct a new time function r” in a neighborhood of the curve I(t). 0 I t I K which has 
the curve I(t) as a gradient curve and is equal to T on the curve l(t). This is a local construction 
and can be done by letting 
58(expl,rJ c) = s(l(t)) for (I.. I’(f)),,,, = 0. 
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Choose a function o! with support in the domain of r* (which we assume to be a compact 
set) which is identically 1 in a neighborhood of the line I(t), 0 I t I K. 
Given any /I > 0, we can find a smooth increasing function f with the properties 
(a) f = 0 in a neighborhood of 0. (b) f’(t) I 1 + /3, (c)f(t) = t for 1 tI 2 /3. If /I is small 
enough (depending on the bounds on (grad a, grad a), (grad r, grad u) and (grad r*. grad a) 
as well as the lower bound on (grad r*, grad T*)) the function 
T** = T + cC(T* - ‘5 -f(T* - T)) 
is a time-function which extends to T outside the support of T*. 
$3. MORSE-THEORY OIV TIME-LIKE CURVES 
In this section we give a proof of Theorem 1 of $1: The length integral is a homotopic 
Morse function on time-like curves between two points in a globally hyperbolic manifold. 
The proof is very similar to the proof given by Milnor [1 l] for the Riemannian case, and we 
will refer often to this proof. 
First we see that the length functional on C(,,,,. the space of piecewise smooth un- 
parameterized curves between p and q. 
L(s) = f1 Is’(t) 1 dt 
-0 
has as critical points precisely the time-like geodesics. By direct computation the critical 
points of the energy integral 
E(s) = j1 (s’(t), s’(t))dt 
0 
are the geodesics. Since for a geodesic (s’(t), s’(t)) is constant, every geodesic and its repara- 
meterizations are critical points of L. Conversely, every time-like critical curve of L may be 
reparameterized so that (s’(t). s’(t)) is a positive constant, and this reparameterized curve is 
a critical curve for the energy. 
The argument used in Riemannian geometry to show that for almost all p E M, the 
pair (p, q) is non-conjugate applies here. (p. q) is non-conjugate for those p EM which are 
regular values of the exponential map Exp: T,(M) + M. By the Sard theorem the set of 
regular values of Exp 1 T’(M) is residual. 
Because C,,. q, is not a manifold modeled on a Banach space. the computation of the 
variation and index may be somewhat awkward. However, ifs is a fairly smooth time-like 
curve. then we may assume it is parameterized by arc-length, and choose representatives of 
nearby curves which are parameterized by arc-length. Then the space of variations is of the 
form of piece-wise differentiable fields L’ along s with 
(s’(t), Do(t)) = constant 
where D denotes covariant differentiation in M. 
Ifs is a geodesic and ~(0) = z(l) = 0. manipulation of the derivative gives 
(s’(t). c(t)) = 0. 
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In order to work in a Hilbert space, we complete the space of piece-wise differentiable fields 
to the space of fields with one square-integrable derivative. 
H, = {v E S*r(M): (s’(t), C(f)) = 0. P(0) = c(1) = 0 
and 
- 
i 
’ (Dv(t), Do(t)) dt < a}. 
0 
Then the Hessian of L at s is given by the bilinear form 
- B(v, w) = j’ (Do. Dw) - R(s’(t), c(t))s’(t). w(r)) dr. 
0 
Since s is a time-like geodesic, on vector fields v satisfying (s’. L’) = 0, the norm 
(loljr’ = - j; (Dv, Dv)dt 
is a positive Hilbert norm for H,. Therefore, if the geodesic is sufficiently short, the Hessian 
B will have index 0. (If the geodesic is not time-like, the index of the Hessian is always 
infinite and this method breaks down.) General theorems on the index of bilinear forms by 
conjugate points, or null spaces on subintervals may be used [12]. It is only necessary to 
show that the null space of B may be identified with the Jacobi fields to show that the index 
of B is equal to the number of conjugate points, counting multiplicity, along the geodesic s. 
The equation for the null space of B is 
D’v(t) - R@‘(t), v(t))s’(t) + A(t)s’(t) = 0 
for (~7, s'> = 0 and u(0) = v( 1) = 0. This is equivalent to the equation for a Jacobi field, 
D2v + R(s’, v)s’ = 0. 
In $2 we saw that a globally hyperbolic manifold has a time-function. Since a globally 
hyperbolic manifold is also Lorentz complete we may use compactness arguments to show 
the following: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let M be a globally hyperbolic manifold, (p, q) any pair of points in M. Then 
there exists a time function t and a subdivision t(p) = to < t, < t, < . . . < t, = t(q) such that 
for any two points x E t-‘(tJ and y E t-‘(ti+,), ifx G y there is a unique time-like geodesic of 
index 0 between x and y. 
Given this subdivision I, < t, < t, < ... < r, we construct the space of broken time- 
like geodesics :
M CP,4) = {S E CO([O, 11, M): S(O) =p, ~(1) ~9, s(i/n) E t-‘(ti) 
and s/ [i/n. i + l/n] is a time-like geodesic) 
If we let Si = t-‘(ti), we may identify 
McP..4i = {(xi, . . . , X"-l):XiESi,P~_'il,-\ri~,~i+l..Yn-l ~4). 
M (P,e) c S, x S, x .** x S”_, is then an open submanifold. It is useful to note that if we 
project 
xi : MC,, y) + Si 
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in the natural way, then rri(M,,, 9, ) t Si has compact closure. This follows from the fact that 
z~(M(,.~,) c l’(p) n I-(9). which is compact in a globally hyperbolic manifold. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. There exists a retraction of C,,.,, onto M,,,,, which increases the 
length ,functional L. 
Proofs Given a time-like curve s(r) we construct the retraction Q1 as follows. For 
convenience we assume ~(s(T)) = T. which means that the parameterization of s is given by 
the time-function t. If ti 5 i. I ti+l, we map the curve s onto the unique broken time-like 
geodesic connecting the points s(O) = p, s(t,), s(t,), . . . s(ti), s(2) followed by the rest of the 
curve s(7) for r 2 i.. Since the time-like geodesics from Sj to Si+ 1 will have maximal length, 
L(QA(s)) is increasing as i increases. Qo(s) = s and Q(s) E M,,.,,, and we can see that Q is 
continuous so it is a retraction. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. L, =L( M,,,,, has as critical points the smooth time-like geodesics 
connecting p and q. These critical points are non-degenerate if and only if the time-like 
geodesics between p and q are non-conjugate. Moreover the index of each critical point is the 
same on C,,.,, and M,,,,,: nameI). the index 6)s conjugate points. 
Proqf. We identify M,,,,, with a subset of S, x S, x *. . x S,_, : Let xi E Si and 
x0 =p, x, = q. Assume that s,(t) is the unique time-like geodesic between xi-l and xi. Then 
L*(x,. . . . . x,-~) = i (J&f(t). s;(t)> dt)“‘. 
i= 1 
If j’i E T’,(S,) c TZi(M), we let ui(t) be the unique Jacobi field along the geodesic s,(t) such 
that u,(O) = j‘i_l and ui( 1) = J‘~. Then the variation of L, can be computed and integrated 
out to give: 
~L*(J’1. ...,)‘,_l) = t 
Jh (sl(t), Dui(t>> dt
i= 1 (JA (S:(t). S,(t)) dt)“’ 
The point (x,. . . . , x,_,) is a critical point of L, exactly when 6L, = 0 for all yi E T,,(S,). 
This is seen to happen exactly when the orthogonal projection of the vector 
G(l) 4 + I(0) -- 
Isj(l)l is;+,(o)\ E T,X(M) 
into the tangent space of Si ) Txi(Si), is zero. In this case we may reparameterize the geodesics 
s,(t) and piece them together in one long unbroken geodesic, since they form the same angles. 
A similar argument shows that a critical point in M,,. 4) is degenerate exactly when there 
exists an unbroken Jacobi field along the geodesic which is zero at both ends, which is the 
same criterion in C(,, 4,. 
To show that the indices of -L and -L, are the same at a geodesic s, we first choose 
a maximal positive subspace for the Hessian of L, at s. This positive subspace is also a 
positive subspace for L, so we must have 
index ( -L,,) at s I index (-L) at s. 
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On the other hand we may take a maximal positive subspace for the Hessian of L at s. This 
subspace consists of piecewise differentiable vector fields along s which are perpendicular 
to s’(t) at each point. The linear map from this subspace onto broken Jacobi fields increases 
the Hessian of L, and its image must therefore be a positive subspace of the same dimension: 
index C-L) at s I index (-L,) at s 
and the two indices must be equal. 
PROWSITION 3.4. L, always takes on its maximum in everJv component of MC,,,, In 
addition, if (p, q) are non-conjugate, there are only a finite number of critical points of L, . 
Proof. As we pointed out before M,,, 4, is an open manifold and it does not automatically 
follow that L* gives a Morse theory. However, since M is globally hyperbolic, any set of 
curves in C,,, 4), including those in MC,, 4), have limit points and M,,, 4, c S, x . . . x S,_ 1 
is compact. Find a maximizing sequence for a component of MC,, 4), and let s be a limit 
point. The curve s must consist of broken time and null geodesics, and L(s) > 0 must be a 
maximum on MP, p. If s is in MC,, 4, we are finished. The only other possibility is that s is 
made up of both time and null geodesics, in which case it cannot be maximal. 
We show this directly. Suppose the broken geodesic s has a sequence of Si(r) a time-like 
geodesic and si+,(t) light-like. Let y E T,,(1 ,(Si) and choose the variation (0, 0. . , y. 0, 0). 
Then 
-$, L*(s + h26S)lhE0 = ($+,(O).y). 
If we choose (s; + i(O), y) > 0, then (s + h 6s) E M,,, 4, for small /I < 0 and L*(s + h 6s) > 
L,(s) which contradicts the assumption that L, takes on its maximum at s. 
Assume that (p, q) are non-conjugate. If L, has an infinite number of critical points. 
by the compactness arguments they must have a limit. This limit must be either a time-like 
or null geodesic. This limiting geodesic must then have a Jacobi field which is 0 at the ends. 
which contradicts the assumption that p and q are non-conjugate. 
We shall go through a similar construction for gradient curves to get the full Morse 
theory. When we consider M,,, 4) as a subset of S, x S2 x . . . S,_ [, it inherits a Riemannian 
metric from M given by the imbedding of Si in M as a space-like surface. We let Pi be the 
orthogonal projection from the tangent space of M to the tangent space of Si. We see from 
the computation of the variation of L, that the gradient at a broken geodesic s = (st. s2. 
. . . s,) is given by 
(grad L,)i = Pi $$ - ‘$1 
I 
where there are n - I components corresponding to the splitting 
lU,,. 4) c s, x s, x S, x ..’ x S,_,. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let /?: (a. b) -+ M(p, q) be a maximal integral curve for grad L, Then b = ~3 
and lim P(t) lies in the critical set of L, 
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Proof. Since M(,,,, has compact closure in S, x St *. . S,_ 1, p(t) has a limit in MG 
as t + b. L, increases along the gradient curves, so L, is greater than 0 on this limit set. 
Suppose a point s of the limit lies in dM(,, ,,) . We may also assume that u(l) = P’(r)/]/Y(t)l 
takes on a limiting value. The point s may be identified with a broken geodesic with both 
time and null components (s,(r), am, . . . , s,(t)) and any limiting value of o(t) must be 
representable by 
(U)i = Pi(liS!(l) - ii+,S!+l(O)) 
where ibi are non-negative numbers and li = 0 if the segment of geodesic is time-like. Be- 
cause B(r) E M,,, 9J for t < b, all the component geodesic pieces of s + hv must be time-like 
for /I < 0. Therefore for small II < 0 
L,(s + hv) 2 L,(s) 
which contradicts the fact that L* increases along the curves P(t). Therefore the only possible 
limit points of P(t) are critical points in the interior of M,,, 4j. Remark: This proof would 
be much simpler if ML,, did not have so many corners. The direction of the gradient flow 
is not uniquely determined at the corners, although it is into M,,, qj. 
THEOREM 3.6. i" (p, q) are non-conjugate in M, -L, is a Morse function. 
Proof. While Lemma 3.5 is not a verification of condition (C) or any other condition 
usually given for a Morse theory on an open manifold, the condition that the gradients 
approach a critical point is the necessary step in the proof [l 11, [15] and is sufficient for the 
usual Morse theory on compact manifolds to carry over to this case. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. The first few points have been verified directly 
and Theorem 3.6 together with Lemma 3.2 show that -L is homotopically a Morse function 
on C,,,,,. 
54. NULL GEODESICS AS CRITICAL CURVES 
In order to construct a cell complex using null geodesics, we define a functional on 
curves which has the spatial projection of null geodesics as its critical curves. Our variational 
principle is a generalization of the classical Fermat principle in optics: the path of light in 
three space between two given endpoints makes the travel time of light with prescribed 
velocity a stationary value among admissible paths [2, p. 2081. For stationary space-times, 
this construction is much simplified. We should note that this variational principle, being 
independent of a conformal factor, does not yield a correct parameterization of the nul 
geodesics. 
Assume M is a globally hyperbolic manifold, which implies that M may be written 
M = S x (a. b). In these co-ordinates the line element of the metric is of the form 
(ds)’ = r(x, r)((dt)2 - (g(x, t) dx, dx)) 
where co-ordinates in M are s = (x, r) for x E S and z E (a, b). The null geodesics as unpara- 
meterized curves are independent of a change in conformal factor, so we assume that 
r(s. r) = 1. In addition, according to Lemma 2.3 we may assume that Z/a? (g(x, r)a, v) 2 0 for 
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(x, t) E If(p) for any point p E M. Also, given any time-like curve I(t), by Lemma 2.5 we may 
change the time-function and assume that 1(t) = (p, t) for 0 I t I K. 
Given a second point (q, 0) E M, every piecewise differentiable curve x(t) lying in S and 
connecting the points q and p has a unique lifting to a null curve of the form 
42) = (x(t), T,(t)) 
where 
<S’(t), s’(t)> = (T:(t))* - @(x(t), K(Mx’(0, x’(r)) = 0. 
This null curve S(Z) is found by solving the differential equation 
73) =&x(t), r,(t))(x’(r), x’(9) 
with the initial conditions T’(0) = 0. For each piecewise differentiable curve x, there will be 
a unique Lipschitz smooth increasing solution TX defined on either [0, I] or an interval 
[0, to). The asymptotic conditions in §2 are used to show that T,(t) exists in the entire interval. 
For the time being we set T’(t) = b for t, I f I 1. The functional T,( 1) is independent of 
the parameterization of x, and it can be differentiated at curves x(t) for which x’(t) is never 
zero, just as the length integral in Riemannian geometry is well-behaved near curves whose 
derivatives are never 0. 
We shall need to compute the variation of 7”( 1). If the variation of x is given as Sx, we 
find a differential equation for 6T of the form: 
2T’(6T)’ + (x, T)(x’, x’) 6T =2g(x, T)(x’, (6x)‘) + (6x, grad g)(x, T)(x’, x’). 
We notice that since the integral is invariant under changes of parameter in the variable t, 
we might as well choose a good parameterization if we can. Assuming 
2T” + 
( 1 
i g (x, T)(x’, x’) = 0 
the right-hand side of the above equation is then 2(T’ ST)‘. Since we require 6x to be zero 
at both endpoints and ST to be zero at 0, we find after integrating the above equation: 
2T’( 1) 6T( 1) = 1’ 2(g(x, T)(x’, (6x)‘) + (Sx, grad g)(x, T)(x’, x’)) dt 
0 
1 
= 
I 
6x(( -2g(x, T)x’)’ + grad g(x, T)(x’, x’)) dt. 
0 
Clearly 6T(l) = 0 if and only if the pair (x, T) is a geodesic in M, since we recognize the 
equations for a geodesic. In fact, T,(I) is a very natural functional with all parameterizations 
of geodesics (x, TX) as critical points and corresponds to the “time” it takes light to move 
along the given spatial curve x(t). The functional T’(1) has the same idiosyncrasies as the 
length functional on curves in a Riemannian manifold. J stands in the same relationship to 
T,(l) as the energy integral on spatial curves stands to the length integral. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let J(x) = 5; (T:(t))’ dt. J(x) is a differentiable function on the space Q,,,,, 
of piecewise differentiable curves in S between p and q. The critical points of J consist of the 
curves x such that (x, T,) is a null geodesic parameterized with T;(t) constant. 
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Proof. First we show .I is differentiable. The integral J(x, r) = IA (g(x, T)x’, x’) dt, 
considered as a functional on the curves (x, r) E Q,,, 4) x C’([O, 11) is not only differentiable, 
but is C” if the metric is smooth. It is sufficient to show that T,(t) as a curve in Co(M) 
depends differentiably on x E R,,, 9) to show that .I is differentiable. However, the fact that 
r,(t) depends differentiably on the coefficients of the equation it solves is a result implied by 
the theory of ordinary differential equations. 
We use a more elaborate method that is necessary to compute the critical points of J, 
since the formulas will be useful later. Let the time function P: M = S x (a, b) + R be the 
natural projection. We may write J as a functional on curves in M which are subject to the 
constraint equation (s’, s’) = 0. 
J(s) = I’ - (s’, s’) + [(Ps)‘]’ dt 
0 
where the restrictions of s on the endpoints are s(O) = (p, 0) and s( 1) = (q, P(s(1)). Since the 
constraint equation does not define a submanifold of the piecewise differentiable curves, it 
was necessary to show by direct computation that J is differentiable, if we consider it as a 
function on the piecewise differentiable curves in S. 
6J=2J1 (Ds’ - (Ps)” grad P, 6s) dt 
0 
= 2 I1 (H(t), D 6s) dt 
0 
where H(r) = s’( 1) - s’(f) - j: (Ps)” grad P dr and the constraints on 6s are of the form 
(s’, D 6s) = 0 and 6s(O) = 0, &(I) = c grad P(1). If we use the method of Lagrange multi- 
pliers, 6J = 0 implies 
H(t) - i(t)s’(t) + k(t) = 0 
where Dk = 0 and (k(l), grad P( 1)) = 0. 
(Ps)“(Ps)’ = (z-f(t) - d(t)s’(t), s’(t)) = 0. 
(Ps)’ = constant. 
H(r) - I(t)s’(t) = (s’( 1) - (1 + A(t))s’(t) = -k = 0. 
Since s’( 1) # 0, this equation may be rewritten as 
s’(t) = c(t)s’( 1) 
which is the equation of a reparameterized geodesic. 
LEMMA 4.2. J is twice diflerentiable at its critical points (null geodesics). A critical point 
is non-degenerate if and only if the endpoints of the geodesic are non-conjugate along the given 
geodesic. The index of a critical point is equal to its index computed by counting conjugate 
points along the geodesic. 
Proo$ T,(t) is a smooth function of the curve x(t) except at the curves with x’(t) = 0 
for some t. Since at a critical point s. (Ps)’ is a non-zero constant, x’(t) will never be zero, 
and the second derivative exists at this point. We compute the Hessian at s, for (s’, V) = 0, 
(s’, V) =O, and U(0) = U(1) = V(0) = V(1) =O. 
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d2J(U, V) = J1 (-(DU, DV) + (grad P, C’)‘(grad P. V)’ 
0 
+ (R(x’. c’)s’. V) + (s’( I) - x’(t). D, D, I’)) dr. 
From the constraint equations. we find that (DU. DV) + (s’. D, D, V) = 0 which simpli- 
fies the above expression to: 
S2J( V, U) = [I ((grad P. U)‘(grad P, V)’ - c(t)(( DC’, DV) - (R(s’. L’)s’. V))) d/ 
Jo - 
where s’(l) = c(~)s’(t). Notice that c E 1 if the geodesic is correctly parameterized. If we 
choose a basis for the tangent space along the curve with s’(t) = ( 1. I. 0. 0). grad P = 
(~,0,0,0),U=(-u,,u,,~~.u,),andV=(-~.~.~,.1.~. ~1~). then the highest order terms of 
the Hessian are of the form 
c 1 (pul)‘(pvl)’ + c(t)(r; LI; + L.; u;) dr. 
‘0 
This is a positive definite form. It follows that the index of the Hessian is equal to the number 
of conjugate points (or the number of elements in the null space) along the solution curve 
s(t) [12], and we need only to show that the null spaces of Li2J are isomorphic to the spaces 
of Jacobi fields. The equation for the null space of d2J on an interval separates into two 
equations : 
D(c(r)DU) + c(t)R(s’. U)s’ + i.(r)s’ = 0: (grad P. C’) = 0. 
The equation for the Jacobi field along a geodesic s* is 
D2U” + R(s*‘. U*)S*’ = 0. 
Let r(t) = So c(u) dLl(]A c(u) du)-‘. Then s 2 r = s* is a correctly parameterized geodesic 
and U 0 r + a(t)s*’ = U* is a Jacobi field along S* if a”(t) = c(t)/.(t). Conversely. if 9’ is a 
geodesic and U* a Jacobi field. then s = s* 3 r -’ is the critical point of J, and an element of 
the null space of d2J at s is given by 0 = U* - r-l + b(t)s’ where 
b(t) = -(grad P@(r)), L;*(r-‘(r)))((Ps)‘)-‘. 
It would be very convenient if we could apply a Morse theory for infinite dimensional 
manifolds [15]; however this seems to be difficult mainly because J is not actually C’ on 
the space of curves which we would need to use. Instead we follow the procedure of retract- 
ing the space R,,.,, of piecewise differentiable curves in S between p and c/ onto a finite 
dimensional manifold. The general procedure is only outlined. since it follows the methods 
of $3. steps 3.1-3.6. 
We shall construct a finite dimensional manifold of broken null geodesics N,,, 4,. 
Choose a complete Riemannian metric on S. Since I*(q. 0) n P-‘[O. I] is compact. there 
exists an E > 0. such that if x E Ii(c/. 0). d(.r. J’) < E and k < t. then there exists a unique null 
geodesic of index zero connecting (x. k) and 0,. X- + II) such that /I is minimal. We divide 
the unit interval up into segments 0 = to < t, < fZ < . I, = I. Define the space .V,,, 4) = 
{s E C’([O. I], M): s(O) = (p. 0). s( 1) = (p. k). s[li. tif,] is a null geodesic with P(s(r,+,)) - 
P(s(ti)) minimal:. We note that N,,. ,,, can be considered as a submanifold of S x S x . . x S 
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by identifying s with (71 0 s(tl), n 0 s(t,), . . T[ 0 s(t,_,)), where 7t: M-r S is the natural 
projection. The restriction of J to NC,_ 4) is denoted by J, . 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose k E (0. b) is not a critical value for J. Then there exists a sufficiently 
$ne subdivision {tij of tile unit interval such that the mapping from J- ‘(0. k] into S x S x ’ . . 
x S given b?. 
Q: s 4 (n 0 s(t,). n c s(t2), . . . 71 c ~(t,_~)) 
lies in N,,.,, Furthermore this map is a retraction from J-‘(0, k] onto J,-‘(0. k]. 
Proof Assume d/c’t (g(x, f)c, a) > 0. Then J(s) > energy of s as a curve in S using the 
metric g(.u. 0). Let E > 0 be the estimate made above. and let ti+l - ti < .?k-I. It follows 
that if J(s) I k. then Q(s) E NC,,, 4,. The retraction is constructed in the usual fashion of 
letting Q,(s) consist of the original curve on [i.. l] following the projection of broken 
geodesics on [O. ;.I. The retraction does decrease J. since the null geodesics locally minimize 
J. the retraction decreases the time T,(t), and d/dt (g(x, t)v. v) > 0. 
LEMMA 4.4. The critical points of J, on N,,_ 4) consist of the unbroken null geodesics; 
tile)’ are non-degenerate as critical points of J, if they are non-degenerate as critical points of 
J. In addition the), have the same index. Finall)*. given any k, if the subdivision [ti, ti+,] is 
fine enough J, - ’ [O. k] is compact in N,,,. g, and it is possible to appiJ* Morse theory to J, on the 
interval [O. k]. 
This is very similar to the proofs given in $3. and also by Milnor. We now can put 
these two lemmas together. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let M be a globall~~ Ilyperbolic manifold and M = S x (a: 6) an orthogonal 
splitting. For an!’ points (p, (I) E S. J takes on ifs minimum in ever)* component of R,,. the set 
of piecewise d$erentiable curves in S between p and q with J(x) < 6. If the point (p, 0) is 
non-conjugate to the curve ((I. t). then J is a homotopic Morse function on R,, The critical 
points are the unique projections of null geodesics from (p, 0) to (q. t) and their indices cor- 
respond to the indices of the geodesics computed bjs conjugate points. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let C,,,.,,.,q.k), be the space of time-like curves between (p, 0) and 
(q. k). Then C,,,. 0). 14.~l) is homotopic to J-‘(0. k). 
Proof. Although C,,,. ol. I&h)) consists of unparameterized curves, it is homotopic to 
the space of parameterized time-like curves. If s(r) is a time-like curve and X: M ---) S the 
orthogonal projection on S. then n: 2 s(t) is a space-like curve in S between p and q. It is not 
necessarily true that J(n c s).< k2. However. T ,,,s,(l) < k. and there exists a homotopically 
contractible set of reparameterizations s(r) with J(n(s)) I k2. Since if J(x) < k’, x can be 
lifted to a null curve with end-point (q. /I) for 11 < k then it can be lifted to a time-iike curve 
with endpoint (q. k). and the projection is onto. 
4.7 THEOREM 2. Let M be a globall!~ h>?perbolic manifold and l(t) a time-like line which 
is rlon-conjugate to the point p. Then .for t2 > t,. C,,. ,,,,,, is ilomotopic to C,,, ,,,,,, with cells 
of corresponding dimension adjoined for each tnrll geodesic from p to l(t,, t2). 
Proqc Since .21 is globally hyperbolic. there exists a splitting M = S x R. By Lemma 
2.5. we may assume that in this splitting I(t) = (q. t) in rhe interval (t,, t2). In this splitting, 
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C (p.I(r,jj is homotopic to Jv1(t12) and C(p.~(r2)) is homotopic to J-‘(r2’). The result follows 
from Theorem 4.5. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let M be a globally hyperbolic manifold and assume that ,for p E :M and 
the time-like line I(t) we have f(tz) E I+(p) and l(t,) $ I+(p). Then there e.uists a nu// geodesic 
of index 0 from p to /[tI, t2). 
85. GLOBAL RESULTS 
In the previous sections we developed an approach which gave a Morse theory on 
several spaces of curves, but we were unable to connect the theory with the topology of the 
manifold. In this section we will present several theorems which relate to the topology of 
the manifold. Our first step is to show that the metric growth condition is sufficient for a 
Morse theory on the entire loop space of M. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let M be a globally hyperbolic manifold and the orthogonal splitting 
M = S x R satisfy the metric growth condition. Then if we define J as in 44. for every piece- 
wise differentiable curve x in S, J(x) < co. 
Proof J(x) = co only when the solution T,(t) of the differential equation T:(t) = 
-___ 
J(g(x, T)x’, x’) fails to exist for t 2 t, . However since the curve x(t) lies in a compact set 
of S, we have the inequality 
T;(t)2 s F’(T)(g(x)x’. x’) 
The curve x(t) is piecewise differentiable and there is a bound K on (g(.r)x’. x’). so 
5; T;(t)F- ‘(TX) dt = j,, TX(“F-l(T) dT I K. If 1; F-‘(T) dT = co. then T,(I) < x) and T,(t) 
exits for all t I 1. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let M = S x R be a globally hyperbolic mantfold such that the splitting 
satisfies the metric growth condition and the smooth time-like curve I(t) = (y(t), t) has the 
property that y(t) has a limit point in S as t -+ CO. If the point (q, 0) is non-conjugate to the 
curve (y(t), t), then the loop space of M is homotopic to a cell complex constructedfrom cells 
corresponding to the null geodesics from (q, 0) to I(t). t 2 0, with the dimension of the cells 
corresponding to the index of the geodesics. 
Proqf. In order to apply 4.6 we must show that the space of time-like curves between p 
and l(t) is homotopic to the loop space of M. If we can find a splitting which satisfies the 
metric growth condition in which f(t) = (4, I), then this result follows from Lemma 5.1. The 
J we use as a Morse function is defined on the entire loop space of S. which is homotopic to 
the loop space of M. However, we cannot necessarily find such a splitting. 
Let q = lim y(ti) for lim ti = co and G a metric on S which is flat for /.Y - q/ < I 
(distance in G). Using Lemma 2.4. we may assume that the metric is of the form 
(ds)’ = (dt)’ - (g(x, t) dx, dx) 
where (g(x. t)v, v)) I (G(x)v, v). By omitting points y(ti) if necessary. we may find a smooth 
curve y*(t) such that _V”(ti) = v(ti) and jp 1 y”‘(t)) dt < E for any arbitrarily small E. Consider 
C lp,l(I,)) as a subset of CW(~,+ l)) by extending time-like curves in C,p,l,,,,j by the piece of 
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time-like curve (j.*(f). I) on the interval [ti. I,.+~]. We shall show that Ui < o. Co,,(tiJJ is 
homotopic to the loop space of M. This together with (4.6) is sufficient to prove the theorem. 
Let a[: R -+ R be a positive function which is 0 for 1. 2 1 and 1 in a neighborhood of 0. 
We may choose r so that Ir’I < 2. If E is small enough, the map (x, T) + (x*, T*) given by 
,I’* = X + a( 1 x - q / Iv*(r) 
T* =T+2a((x- q0 J; ly*(4l di 
is an isomorphism. Note that the line (4. t) is mapped into the line (y*(t), t). 
Let T[ be the smooth skew projection n(~*, T”) = x. If Xtci) = {x(t): x(2) is a piecewise 
differentiable curve between p and 4 in S. and x(t) = n(s(t)) for s E Cfp,l,lr),}r then Xtci) is 
homotopic to C,,,,, ,,,, . since it is just the set of spatial curves which are skew projections 
of time-like curves. In addition Ui<a X,( ;, is the entire loop space of S, since we can always 
find a time-like curve which projects onto x in this skew projection by solving the equation 
(s’(t), s’(t)) = k2 
for n(s(t)) = x(t). This reduces to an ordinary differential equation for T* whose solutions 
must exist globally by the arguments in Lemma 5.1. The result follows. 
The final sequence of results consists in applications to manifolds with conditions on 
their curvatures. The sign of the curvature depends on the sign of the metric, and since we 
have taken the sign as +, -, -, -, the signs of the spatial curvatures are reversed from 
those usually used in Riemannian geometry. Therefore we have taken the liberty of using 
- (R(c. w)v. ~7) as the sectional curvature and 
n-1 
S( V. V) = x - (R( V. ei)V, ei). (ei, ej) = -Si and (e,, V) =o * 
i= 1 
as the Ricci curvature for V time-like 
THEOREM 5.3. Let M be a globally hyperbolic manifold which satisfies the metric growth 
condition with respect to some splitting M = S x R. If the future of any point has negative 
sectional curvature - (R(c, w)v, w) I 0 for v null and (v, w) = 0, then M can be covered by 
a space which is topologically Minkowski space. 
The proof of this theorem is precisely the same as the proof of the equivalent theorem 
due to Cartan in the Riemannian case. All the null geodesics have zero index, and we apply 
Theorem 3 to the simply connected covering space of M, which is also globally hyperbolic. 
Spaces of positive Ricci curvature are usually considered more interesting in relativity. The 
Ricci curvature is sometimes used as a measure of energy on a space and is assumed to be 
non-negative. The following theorem is the equivalent of the similar theorem of Myers for 
Riemannian manifolds and does not need the full Morse theory. Avez has obtained similar 
results (seminar). A conjugate point of the differential equation Lu = 0 on [a, b] is a point 
a < c -C b such that Lf = 0 for f # 0 on [a. b] with f (0) = f(c) = 0. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let M be a globally. hyperbolic mantfold such that in the future of any point p, 
the Ricci curvature S satisfies the inequality, 
S,( K V 2 (n - l)f(o(p. q)KK 0 
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on time-like vectors V, where 6(p, q) is the length of the maximal geodesic between p and q. 
Then 6(p, q) is boundedby thefirst conjugate point of the equation (in space-time of dimension n) 
on the line [0, co) 
(n - I)/(t) + f(t)c(t) = 0. 
Proof. We show that geodesics of index zero cannot be longer than the first conjugate 
point of the equation. If s is a geodesic of index 0, we can construct n - 1 orthonormal 
vector fields e,, e2 , . . . , e,_, along s such that De, = 0 and (s’, ei) = 0. Using the fact that 
the Hessian is nonnegative, we have 
In-1 
OS 
J-1 
(c’(r))2 + (R(s’, ei)s’, ei)c(t)2 dt 
0 i=l 
I 
I 
: ((n - 1>(c’0N2 - (c(t>)2~s&‘, s’>) dt 
5 :(n- 
j 
1)(c’(t))2 - (c(t))2f(kt)k2 dt 
where k is the length of the geodesic s(t). If k is larger than the first conjugate point of the 
equation *, this inequality cannot be true for all smooth c(t) with c(0) = c( 1) = 0. 
COROLLARY 5.5. If in the future of any point p the Ricci curvature on time-like V satisfies 
S&V, V) 2 k(n - l)(V, V) 
then 6(p, q) < ,/kll for p < q. 
We shall now consider the curvature restricted only to the light cbne. This curvature 
seems to measure the focusing of the light cones. Given any point p E M and a null vector 
v E T,(M), we select an orthogonal basis of v’ E T,(M) of the form (0. e,, . , e,_,) where 
(ei , ei) = - 1. Then the Ricci curvature can be defined as 
n-2 
N(v, 0) = - &(4ei, uki, V> 
and is independent of the particular choice of (e,, . . . , e,_,) because the Riemannian curva- 
ture R is anti-symmetric in the first two and last two places. This curvature will be defined 
only for null vectors v, and can be defined in all space-times of dimension greater than 2. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let M be a Lorentz manifold and assume that a time function T exists such 
that for all null vectors v 
N(v, v) L (n - Z)k(grad T, v)‘. 
Given a null geodesic s of index 0, there are no conjugate points of the equation c”(t) + 
k((T. s)‘)2c(t) = 0 on the interval [0, I]. 
Proof. Let e, be a time-like field along s with De, = 0. According to Lemma 4.2, ifs 
has index zero 
I ’ - (Du, Du) + (R(s’, u)s’. u> dt 2 0 0 
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for all (u, eo) = (u. s’) = 0, u(0) = u(l) = 0. Choose the fields (e,, . . . , en-2) as an ortho- 
normal basis for the orthogonal subspace to (e,, s’) with De, = 0. Then letting u = c(t)ei 
and summing. we have 
0 I 
I 
; ((n - 2)(c’(r))’ - (c(t))‘N(s’, s’)) dr 
<: n - 2 
I 
; ((c’(t))’ - k(c(r))‘((7-. s)‘)‘) dr 
and the result follows. 
If we could assume that the time-function T was defined in such a way that it is pro- 
portional to arc-length on null geodesics, we could actually make an estimate on T(s(1)) - 
T(s(0)). The necessary condition is (D grad T, v @ v) = d’T(v, u) = 0 for (v, v) = 0. How- 
ever. we may still get a bound if we assume the following boundedness of acceleration 
condition. 
1 (D grad T. v @ v) j = ) d2T(v. v) 1 I 2u(grad T. v)~ 
for (0, v> = 0. 
This is equivalent to assuming that 1 T(s)“] < 2aT(s)12 along a null geodesic. The equation 
c”(t) + kT(s)“c(t) = 0 
transforms into the equation in the independent variable T = T(s) as 
c”(T) + 
T”(t) 
2 c’(T) + kc(T) = 0 
T(t) 
where 
T”(r) I I F$ s 2~. We relate this to solution of 
c”(T) + 2ac’(T) + kc(T) = 0 
and the first conjugate point occurs before 27r/(k - u2)“‘. So if the geodesic has zero index, 
we must have 
T(s( I)) - T(s(0)) < 27c/(k - u~)I’~. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let M be a global!,? ItJperbolic manifold and M = S x R be an orthogonal 
splitting such that the time function T satisfies for a2 < k, 
N(v. v) 2 k(n - Z)(grad T. v)~ 
1 (D grad T. v 0 v> ( I 2a(grad 7; vj2. 
Then.for ah (q, t) E I+(p, 0) there exists a null geodesic of index 0,from (p, 0) to (q, d), where 
d I 2z(k - a’)- I”. and S is compact. ?f in addition. the splitting satisfies the metric growth 
condition, the.findamental group of M is finite. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.5. if (q. t) E I+(p, 0). there exists a minimum of J, a null geodesic 
from (p. 0) to (9. d) which has index zero. The previous paragraph shows that the bound 
given is the correct one. Then I+(p. 0) r, T-‘[d, co) =.Z+(p, 0) n (S, d) x [d. co). The lines 
(q. I) are time-like lines and I+(p. 0) n (S. d) cannot have a boundary in (S, d) and must be 
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all of (S, d). On the other hand, by Proposition 2.6. I’(p. 0) n (S. d) is compact. It follows 
that S must be compact. 
If the splitting satisfies the metric growth condition, we know there must be a null 
geodesic from (p, 0) to (4, t) for each element of the fundamental group of M. Since the null 
geodesics must all be from (p, 0) to the line segment (q. (0. d]) there can be only a finite 
number of them, and the fundamental group of M is finite. 
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